You can now build and share your own templates. Templates are designed to help you record, reflect and plan in FlindersPLuS (FP). The role of a template is to provide structure so you can record appropriate details for any particular situation. You can create your own templates suited to your particular activities, planning or capture of information. Templates can be used.

ATLAS: Active Teaching Learning & Assessment Space previously known as Gateways allows you to set up workspaces and assignments. In FP you can now create concurrent assignments within workspaces.

You can build templates for feedback for use in a workspace or assignment.

FLO block: The FLO block will let you create a workspace and an assignment at the click of a button from within your FLO topic. It will automatically populate the workspace with students, and keep the membership list updated and automatically create (and update) tutorial groups in the workspace.

Settings: The settings menu includes options to help you customise your FP account and manage notifications.

Message Centre: The message centre contains a history of assets, templates and comments shared with you.